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 The threat of climate change is
a moral issue that has been ignored by our politicians in favor
of protecting fossil fuel companies.
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2. Begin an official university dialogue on divesting our endowment from current holdings in
fossil fuel companies and expanding socially responsible investments
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been successful in delegitimizing companies that supported
corrupt governments and forced
political action in nations like
South Africa and Sudan.
from repressive regimes such as
Sudan and Myanmar.
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Divesting from the endowment
would not affect the price of tuition at AU.
A negative screen would prohibit
AU from accepting any new donations to the endowment in the form
of fossil fuel based stocks.
The current endowment of approx.
$450 million will not be affected
until the university decides to divest its current investments in fossil fuel.
A transition from fossil fuel investment to socially responsible investments (SRI) would give similar
returns. SRIs perform comparably
to traditional investment portfolios.
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Help AU maintain its commitment to sustainability and
social responsibility.
Learn more at:

www.facebook.com/FossilFreeAU
http://fossilfreeau.wordpress.com
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